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GLASGOW JACKET 

Art. No. 083920 

 

3in1 waxed jacket with plenty high-tech - “A jacket for life!” 

 

 

test reports 
Motorrad News:  

“Glasgow is an allround talent. The membrane and the thermal lining are separately 

detachable. For summer just open all ventilation options. Glasgow’s trouseres is equipped 

identical (2/2017) 

 

Roadster:  

"Restrained exterior, interior high-tech. Jacket for a life." (4/2016) 

 

Motorrad’s test winner 

“Classic look-and-feel and highly modern equipment - Glasgow marries old-style feelings with 

current textile technology know how. A wonderful all-season jacket.” (5/2012) 

 

fit 

medium-length touring jacket: 3in1 

attention: jacket tends to be small, please order one size bigger 

 

range of use 

5-30°C, on-road 

 

protection 

uppers 

- waterproof waxed cotton material from england’s oldest manufacturer Millerain 

- 500D polyamide on crash zones shoulder and arms 

- material tested according to FprEN 17092:2019 

 

protectors 

- shoulders + elbow: SAS-TEC protectors CE-certified according to EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2) 

- upgradable with back protector SAS-TEC SC-1/12 for XS-L and SC-1/13 for XL-10 XL  

(level 2) 

 

weather 

- detachable Humax® membrane jacket: 100% water-, windproof and breathable 

- detachable thermal lining 

- weather protective flap: covered front zipper 

 

adjustability 

- width adjustable at upper sleeves and sides via snap flap 

- at lower sleeves via velcro strap 

- at waist with belt 

- at hips with zip opening 

- at cuffs with velcro flap 

- flex-snap collar closure 

 

 

other features 
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- standardized jacket-to-pant double zipper integration system: long and short zipper on outer 

jacket  

- big, sturdy front YKK metal zipper (size 10) 

- seat strap 

 

comfort 

pockets: 10 

outside pockets: 

- 2 waterproof attached front pockets with flap and snap closure 

- 2 non waterproof attached front pockets with flap, velcro and snap 

- 1 waterproof attached rear pocket with flap, velcro and snap closure 

inside pockets: 

- 1 waterproof breast pocket in outer jacket 

- 1 non waterproof inside pocket in outer jacket 

- 1 waterproof breast pocket in membrane jacket 

- 2 waterproof pockets in thermal vest 

 

ventilation 

Modeka Air Flow System front to back: 

Air Vent Zippers: 

- at cuffs, 

- in chest area, 

- at sides, 

- in the back 

+ perforated leather panels 

 

stretch 

- quilted rear stretch panels around the armhole 

 

other features 

- lightly padded collar with cord as inside fabric and neoprene finish 

- inside’s cuff out of cord 

- easy entry thanks to zip openings at cuffs 

 

material 

uppers: 48% cotton, 48% polyamide, 4% leather 

lining: 100% polyester 

Humax® membrane: 100% polyurethane laminated 

membrane träger: 100% polyester 

thermal lining: 100% polyester 

 

colors 

#10 black 

#88 olive 

#22 sand 

 

sizes  

XS - 6XL, 8XL, 10XL 

from 5XL 10% additional surcharge 

from 8XL 20% additional surcharge 
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